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We used to talk. By “we” I mean cultural sociologists and scholars in the humanities, and by “used to talk” I mean acknowledge each other’s existence, at times perhaps even generously so. There are different versions as to what happened, one of which is a bit more intellectual than the other, although neither of which are entirely right. The more intellectual version is that for a brief spell in the late 1980s and early 1990s it looked like our interests might converge. At around the same time, many of us stopped being scolds about popular culture, deciding instead that it was more fruitful and interesting to engage the world than to police it. Some of us were also asking similar questions, be it about the role of authors and their ability (or lack thereof) to enforce, guide, or push readers into certain meanings, or about the role of interpretive communities and groups either to buffer against the impingement of those meanings or to generate localized meanings all anew. So we congregated around folks such as I. A. Richards, Wolfgang Iser, Hans Robert Jauss, Mikhail Bakhtin, Stanley Fish, Roland Barthes, or Michel Foucault, and sometimes we even cited each other too, and then it just all kind of petered out.

One reason for that petering out, at least within the discipline of sociology, was that the production of culture approach was ascendant and reoriented questions about authorial creation into questions about institutional production. At the same time, studies of cultural reception could only “discover” groups-based heterogeneity in meaning making so many times over before there wasn’t anywhere else to go. The Frankfurt School had, for us at least, proven to be an empirical dead end, and now, fully out in the world studying actual people and the meanings they made of texts, we got deeply skittish about our own interpretive meanings, which became a bridge that we as cultural sociologists could no longer pass.

The second reason for why we first started talking and then stopped is less intellectual but perhaps truer: we were only ever talking because people made that talking happen. And then the next cohort came along,
and, as is usually the case, they were quite busy making different things happen, and the connection was lost as connections are usually lost, which is in silence. Wendy Griswold has been for me a (if not the) central figure of that earlier generation of integrative talkers. Griswold, who had graduate training in both English and sociology, and who was Bergen Evans Professor in the Humanities at Northwestern until her retirement this year, makes clear the benefits of our cross pollination. Her blending of the humanistic with the sociological—be it about the “complex” of Nigerian literature, “cultural power” and the reception of George Lamming novels across international contexts, or the role of copyright law in the divergence and then convergence of topics in US and UK literatures—was a clarion call for me that this type of multivocal work not only could be done but should be done. And in 1992, noticing an institutionalization of the sociology of culture, Griswold took the occasion to write a brief essay about four good debates (and one bad one) in that process. The title and format of this essay owes a direct debt to hers. As we’re beginning to talk again, and this time through the incorporation of computation into cultural theory, what are good and bad reasons to do so? In what follows I make some claims, which as usual, might be wrong.

Good Reason #1: Reconnection and New Ideas

As already discussed, the integration of computation into cultural theory has provided an occasion for scholars from cultural sociology and the humanities to start talking again, and that alone is reason to celebrate. A key insight of sociology is that oftentimes communities matter much more to people than the ostensible “reason” for their existence does. It’s why it’s not hard to find nonbelievers in church, why people who don’t much like the sun can still be found at the beach, and why, without having met you, I’d probably be right in guessing that if you live in the US you’ve both been to a baseball game and don’t much care about baseball. This is Émile Durkheim’s classic insight about groups’ celebration of themselves, their groupness, and the joys of belonging to something together. Through this logic, that the integration of computation into cultural theory has us talking again should be reason enough to foster interaction around the topic.

Beyond the reasons of community, there are also instrumental reasons for us to talk again, as integration across groups is where good ideas come from. Be they groups of different discursive styles, different sociodemographic backgrounds, or groups that incorporate different
disciplinary combinations of ideas, it’s in these types of groups where the most useful and generative ideas form. And there’s evidence that this type of generative boundary spanning is already happening. With some peers in English, I can now communicate quite fluently about bag-of-words versus embedding models, whereas with others I can also communicate quite fluently about the bag of words that is the writing of Pierre Bourdieu. And, without any obsequiousness at all, I not only admire Richard Jean So’s *Redlining Culture* and Ted Underwood’s *Distant Horizons*, but also first learned about them from other cultural sociologists who were raving about them too (Jennifer Lena and Paul DiMaggio, respectively). That should tell you something. And even if sometimes things don’t run as smoothly—when, for instance, scholars in the humanities think of my efforts in *Under the Cover* to quantify and test authorial intentionality as a bit goofy, anachronistic, or missing the point (and from what I’ve heard, some do)—that’s okay too. We don’t have to agree all the time, nor should we; otherwise, we wouldn’t be benefiting from our cross pollinations and generating new (and sometimes bad) ideas through stretching across our differences.

**Good Reason #2: New Vantage Points into Power and Inequality**

One of the critiques of the sociology of culture, particularly as it related to media industries, was that it lacked a focus on power and inequality. For reasons that were not entirely unfounded, there was some truth to this, but not anymore. In fact, one way our interests are starting to converge with those of our friends in the humanities is precisely on these topics. Most centrally, this shared interest is still operating at the micro- and meso-levels, making our efforts not only more amenable to integrating computation into cultural theory, but also more engaged with problems as targetable and fixable at the levels of careers, organizations, and industries. In sociology, much of this new work interrogates the way that identity categories intersect with other valuation, evaluation, and classificatory systems, leading to systemic-level racism, sexism, and classism through the repeated glancing cuts of unequal sorting into categories rather than into total exclusion.

For instance, in my own work, I use literary agents’ self-reported areas of interest to show that cultural matching happens along sociodemographic lines, such that men agents are less likely than women agents to represent women’s fiction, older agents are less likely than younger agents to represent young adult fiction, and white agents are less likely
than are non-white agents to represent ethnic and multicultural fiction. This type of sorting based on the agents’ own tastes, interests, and experiences would be non-problematic if agents were themselves sociodemographically diverse, which they are not. Back in the late 2010s when I was collecting my data, the plurality of agents (about 40%) were white women working in New York City, and I could identify fewer than five Black men simultaneously working as literary agents in the US. Laura B. McGrath’s research on “comping white” similarly shows how in isolation from each other processes of comparison and classification can appear obvious and banal, while in the aggregate and at the systemic level these decisions reveal a literary prototype—both for type and for improbable but optimistic sales expectation—that is overwhelmingly white. While industry-based data initiatives like the Lee & Low Diversity Baseline Survey, the VIDA Count, and *Publisher’s Weekly* Publishing Industry Salary Survey have ameliorated some of our neglect at really getting our hands dirty with data and inequality in the literature, we have more to offer than we’ve given so far. This is the type of work we can, and should, do together.

**Good Reason #3: Getting Off the Main Effect**

Oftentimes, both our methods and our theories focus on the main effect. By this I mean we imprint monocausal models onto a multicausal world. We do so for the sake of sometimes necessary simplification—a truly accurate map of the world would be the size of the world, and therefore useless as a map—but we obscure both multicausal phenomena and the underlying heterogeneity in what we claim to be explaining when we do. Computational methods are generally good at capturing this type of usually obscured heterogeneity, be it for how the inputs of racial classifications vary for different raced groups, or for how the relationship between unusual genre combinations and popularity in music follows a general pattern that varies based on geographic locale. At a higher level of abstraction, while individuals and the institutions they make real generally seem to trend toward reification and reproduction, both individuals and institutions also fall off these trajectories quite frequently. A hybridization of methods and theories that can account for both the main effect (of reproduction) and variations on that effect (that leads to change) is therefore necessary.

Getting off the main effect and more oriented toward the heterogeneity within that main effect may be particularly useful for the types of classificatory and categorical thinking that some cultural sociologists
and humanists share. Quite frequently and without even really thinking about it, we turn the world into dummy variables: a landscape of conversational “1”s and “0”s. While this is useful for the purposes of mobilization—political activism, motivational speeches in sports or life—these simplifications may sometimes be less useful when trying to explain the world. For example, from computational methods we know that, be it literature, painting, or music, styles and types seem to slowly build and then fall rather than outright replace each other in a clearcut binary. From the methodological ability to see these ebbs and flows our theories can improve too, allowing us to better capture, make sense of, and convey a world of continuums, graded memberships within and across categories, fuzzy sets, probabilistic (rather than definitive) assignment, and so on, leading to generally overlooked heterogeneity within groups. We can, I think, get farther away from theorizing around artificially clean and crisp categorical assignments that force us to studiously pay selective inattention to all those complicating shades of gray.

**Good Reason #4: Inductive Methods and Theory Generation**

Even though we know better, in sociology we tend to ascribe to a cognitively lazy shortcut in which qualitative research is all inductive (it surely isn’t) and quantitative work is all deductive (it surely isn’t either). We putter along as if this is just the way it works, and then on either side of this imaginary divide, we gussy up what we’ve got with the insertion of causal language on the back end. This all works well enough once you’ve been socialized into the rules of the game, but to an outsider, it’s bizarre. As Laura Nelson recently argued in a special issue of *Poetics* honoring the career of John Mohr (a pioneer of measuring meaning in sociology and my PhD advisor), machine learning breaks these assumptions, and excitingly so. Machine learning, Nelson argues, is epistemologically aligned with theories of intersectionality in that they are both deductive approaches to the world designed to uncover unobserved combinatorial phenomena. She then shows evidence of this effect along lines of race and gender in first person narratives from the nineteenth-century US South.

As part of a burgeoning wave of “forensic” social science, Nelson, like Mohr before her, is giving us the language to more fully break our schematic associations in a qualitative/inductive and quantitative/deductive binary. And while deductive approaches test theories, inductive approaches are more hospitable environs for generating theories and for
setting us off down whole new paths. Because of this, most promising, I think, is the role of machine learning in generating theories and in contributing to research that relies on methodological bricolage. This includes everything from pairing inductive interviews with deductive experiments when investigating resume “whitening” to integrating archival research with computation and close reading. Multiple methods also facilitate multiple data sources—be it in the global diffusion and institutionalization of *One Hundred Years of Solitude* or placed-based path dependence in the second wave feminist movements—which move us beyond triangulation and “confirmatory” approaches and allow for “pro-pulsive facilitation” across methods and data sources in which epistemic standpoints change as we go. What this means is that computation not only illuminates our existing cultural theory but drives new cultural theory, popping us out of the occasional rut in which theories only make sense in relation to other theories, with the real world having been seemingly left behind at some point along the way.

**And One Bad Reason: Using Fancy Methods Because We Can**

Too frequently, people use fancy methods the same way cops use Maglites: more for intimidation than for illumination. The friendlier version of this is using fancy methods for their own sake or for producing findings or aesthetically pleasing figures that don’t tell us much beyond what we already knew. This can be found in the N-measuring contests of some big data research and in the cat hairball-style networks graphs that, while visually impressive, seem to suggest “everything is everything, man” on this ayahuasca trip of interconnectedness that we call life. This orientation can also be found in the urge to use machine learning when the good ol’ punching bag of regular regression works just as well.

Fortunately, advances in natural language processing and machine learning may be growing into a more mature stage. In their infancy, one could get by doing demonstration-style papers for these approaches, showing that complex methods were resonant with what we know, or think we know, about the world. For example, we can computationally find evidence for Julian Jaynes’s theory of the bicameral mind in *The Iliad* and *The Odyssey*, just as we can computationally show that while the logics of class across the US in the twentieth century remained mostly consistent, markers of what constituted those logics changed. These papers are both impressive and impressively important, but they double as introducing methods to cultural sociologists, which in some ways
takes weight off the importance of what the methods actually found. We are, I believe, at a turning point, where machine learning is now old enough to really have to prove its worth beyond the presumption that we should use fancy methods simply because we can. There will still be methodological improvements that require new demonstration papers, of course, but the ratio of demonstration-style papers to just paper-style papers that use newfangled methods has probably already inverted.\textsuperscript{23}

The challenge here is that for most people across most disciplines these are black box methods, and that dramatically limits the range of innovation that’s tolerated from them. As my friend Adam Slez likes to say, there are only three options with black box computation: it spits out what you already know, so it isn’t necessary; it spits out something totally unfamiliar to what you already know, so something must be broken inside the box; or it presents a plausibly small variation or complication on what you knew and therefore is both “correct” and legitimate. That basically sounds like what we’ve already been doing even without these new methods. In the long run, rather than using new methods as totems through which to create the boundaries of a special guild (or even worse, a weapon to bash others), we should treat them as earthly and humanely flawed, mostly misused, and as frequently impractical as they actually are. Ultimately, if these methods and variations on them become everyday and commonplace affairs, and if they disappoint on their promises as much as everything else does, then we have won. And we’ve won doubly so, because they’ve brought us back into conversation with one another too.
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